Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Since the first chatbots from the 60s (such as [Eliza]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR42]\]) to the current virtual assistants (such as [Siri]{.smallcaps}[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}), many things have changed. However, and despite the incredible achievements done in Natural Language Processing (NLP), we are far from creating a machine capable of **understanding natural language**, a long-standing goal of **Artificial Intelligence (AI)** and probably the ultimate goal of NLP.

Understanding natural language is an extremely complex task. Researchers in NLP have been struggling with it since the early days. Even the concept of "understanding" is not consensual. Some authors consider that whatever the implemented methods are, if a system is capable of providing a correct answer to some natural language input, then we can say that it was able to correctly interpret that input. Other authors assume that the mapping of the input sentence into some **semantic representation**, which captures its meaning, is necessary. The process of mapping the natural language input into the semantic representation is called **semantic parsing**.

Deep Learning brought a new way of doing things and also an extra verve to the field. However, independently of the approach followed, and even if some interesting and accurate dialogues with machines can be achieved in some limited domains, we can quickly find out inconsistencies in conversational agents responses. In fact, no current system genuinely understands language.

This paper is organized as follows: Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} surveys some of the main challenges when dealing with natural language understanding, and Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} give some historical perspective of the main advances in the area. Then, Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} discuss current trends and Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} concludes and points to some future work.

Challenges {#Sec2}
==========

Most researchers do not realize that language is this complex until embracing a NLP task involving understanding natural language. Indeed, we manage to communicate with some success. Consequently, we are not aware that the sequences of words that we produce and interpret within our dialogues are extremely variable (despite obeying to certain syntax rules), often ambiguous (several interpretations are often possible) and that, sometimes, sophisticated reasoning (sometimes considering features that go beyond natural language) needs to be applied so that a fully understanding can be achieved.

In fact, a factor that makes the computational processing of our language terribly complex is **language variability**, that is, our ability to say the same thing in so many different ways (e.g., *yes*, *right*, *Ok*, *Okay*, *Okie dokie*, *looks good*, *absolutely*, *of course* are just some ways of expressing agreement). If a bot operates in a strictly closed domain it is possible to gather the semantics of the most common questions that will be posed to it[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"}. Still, the main problem is not the semantics of the most common questions, but their form, which can vary a lot. For instance, in some closed domains we can build a list of FAQs representing what will be asked to a virtual agent. However, we will hardly have a list of all the paraphrases (sentences with the same meaning) of those questions. As an example, consider the following sentences (from \[[@CR12]\]): *Symptoms of influenza include fever and nasal congestion*;*Fever and nasal congestion are symptoms of influenza*;*A stuffy nose and elevated temperature are signs you may have the flu*.

Sentences (1) and (2) can be easily identified as paraphrases, by simply considering the lexical units in common of both sentences. However, sentence (3) will only be identified as a paraphrase of (1) and (2) if we know that *fever* and *elevated temperature* are similar or equal concepts and the same between *nasal congestion* and *stuffy nose*. WordNet \[[@CR20]\] and current word embeddings do, indeed, solve some of these problems, but not all.

Another factor that makes language so complicated is the fact that it is inherently **ambiguous**. Sentences with different meanings emerge from **ambiguity at the lexical level**. For instance, some meanings of the word *light* are[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"}: *comparatively little physical weight or densityvisual effect of illumination on objects or scenes as created in pictures*.

This leads to ambiguous sentences like *I will take the light suit*.

There is a well known NLP task called **Word Sense Disambiguation** that targets the specific problem of lexical ambiguity. Nonetheless, lexical entities are not the only source of ambiguity. A good example of **syntactic ambiguity** is the classical sentence *I saw a man in the hill with a telescope*. Who had the telescope? Who was on the hill? Many interpretations are possible. Another good example of ambiguity is the sentence *João and Maria got married*. We do not even notice that this sentence is ambiguous. However, did they marry each other or with other people?

In most cases we can find the correct interpretation of a sentence by considering the **context** in which it is uttered. Many works (including recent ones, such as the work described in \[[@CR37]\]) propose different ways of dealing with context, which is still a popular research topic. Yet, to complicate things further, although context can help to dismantle some productions, it can also lead to more interpretations of a sentence. For instance, *I found it hilarious* can be detected by a *Sentiment Analyser* as a positive comment, which is correct if we are evaluating a comic film, but probably not if we refer to a horror movie or a drama. Another example: *I'll be waiting for you at 4.p.m. outside school* can be a typical line of a dialogue between mother and son, but can also be a bullying threat. Context is everything.

A further difficulty is that it is impossible to predict all the different sentences that will be posed to a virtual agente, unless, as previously mentioned, it operates in a really strictly closed domain. Therefore, a bottleneck of conversational agents are Out-of-Domain (OOD) requests. For instance, as reported in \[[@CR2]\], Edgar Smith \[[@CR11]\], a virtual butler capable of answering questions about Monserrate Palace in Sintra, was reasonably effective when the user was asking **In-Domain questions**. However, people kept asking it **OOD questions**, such as *Do you like Cristiano Ronaldo?*, *Are you married?*, *Who is your favourite actress?*. Although it might be argued that, in light of their assistive nature, such systems should be focused in their domain-specific functions, the fact is that people become more engaged with these applications if OOD requests are addressed \[[@CR5], [@CR24]\].

Several other linguistica phenomena make dialogues even more difficult to follow by a machine. For instance, for interpreting the sentences *Rebelo de Sousa and Costa went to Spain. The president went to Madrid and the prime-minister to Barcelona.*, we need to know that Marcelo is the president and that Costa is the prime-minister. The NLP task that deals with this phenomenon is **Coreference Resolution**. Also, **elliptical constructions** -- omission of one or more words in a sentence that can be inferred -- make things extremely difficult to machines (e.g. *Is Gulbenkian's museum open on Sundays? And on Saturdays?*). In addition, we use **idioms** (e.g., *it's raining cats and dogs*), **colocations** and many multi-word expressions whose meaning is not necessary related with the meaning of its parts. For instance, colocations are sequences up to three words that we learn to use since ever, but that we do not really know why we say it that way (e.g., in Portuguese we say *perdi o avião* (literally *I lost the plane*), to say *I missed my flight*). Why the verb *perdi*? (by the same token, why *miss*?). If for a foreign language learner the production (and understanding) of these expressions is a real challenge, it certainly is too for a computer. Moreover, we cannot ignore **humor** and **sarcasm**, which further complicate the machine tasks of understanding language (e.g., *Those who believe in telekinetics, raise my hand.* -- Kurt Vonnegut).

Furthermore, the simple fact that we might be using speech when interacting with the machine (not to mention sign language) adds an extra layer of problems. For instance, a noisy environment or a strong accent can be enough to unable our understanding of what is being said (the same for a virtual agent). Also, the way we say something influences the interpretation of a sentence. For instance, *Good morning* can be said, in an unpleasant tone, to those who arrive late at class, meaning *Finally!*.

To conclude, the way we express ourselves has to do with our mastery of language, which, in turn, is influenced by the time in which we live, by our age, social condition, occupation, region where we were born and/or inhabit, emotional state, among others. All those features make each one of us a special case (and computers prefer archetypal patterns). A truly robust application should be able to handle all of our productions. Therefore, it must be equipped with some reasoning ability, which must also take into account all non-verbal elements involved in a conversation (e.g., the interlocutor's facial expression, the scenario, etc.). And the truth is that we are still far from being able to integrate all these variables in the (natural language) understanding process.

Historical Perspective {#Sec3}
======================

As previously said, [Eliza]{.smallcaps} is considered to be the first chatbot ever, developed in the 1960s, with the aim of simulating a psychotherapist. Although it was able to establish a conversation, simulating it was a human being, its virtual model was based in rephrasing the user input, whenever it matched a set of hand-crafted rules and also in providing content-free remarks (such as *Please go on.*) in the absence of a matching. For instance, [Eliza]{.smallcaps} could have a rule like the following one, in which \* is the wildcard and matches every sequence of words; the (2) means that the sequence of words captured by the second wildcard would be returned in [Eliza]{.smallcaps}'s answer:

Rule: *\* you are \**/ *What makes you think I am (2)?*

If the user input was, for instance, *I think you are bright*, it would answer *What makes you think I am bright?*. At that time, many people believed they were talking with another human (the "[Eliza]{.smallcaps} effect"). Having no intention of modelling the human cognitive process and despite its simplicity, [Eliza]{.smallcaps} showed how a software program can cause a huge impact by the mere illusion of understanding. Nowadays, [Eliza]{.smallcaps} is still one of the most widely known applications in AI. [Eliza]{.smallcaps} and subsequent bots (such as the paranoid mental patient [Parry]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR9]\] or [Jabberwacky]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR8]\]), definitely provided the seeds to many different directions to explore. For instance, the idea of having a virtual agent with a "persona" that explains the flow (and the flaws) of the conversation continues to be widely used. Another idea that is due to the first chatbots and that is still being explored today is that of "learning by talking". For example, if a user asks *What do you think of Imagine Dragons?* and the bot does not know how to answer, it will record the question. The next time it interacts with a human, that same question will be asked by the bot and (hopefully) a possible answer will be gathered. Of course, this approach can go wrong and a very (recent) popular case was that of a chatbot that was willing to learn by interacting with humans. Within hours of being in use, the chatbot was racist, nazi and vulgar, and had to be turned off. A survey on the early chatbots and their contributions can be found in \[[@CR25]\].

Another important line of research emerged in the beginning of the 70s, due to three seminal papers of Richard Montague: *English as a Formal Language* \[[@CR21]\], *The Proper Treatment of Quantification in Ordinary English* \[[@CR22]\], and *Universal Grammar* \[[@CR23]\]. Montague proposed a formal framework to map syntactic structures into semantic representations, providing a systematic and **compositional** way of doing it. Although Montague's work was limited to a very small subset of the English language and difficult to extend, the idea of taking advantage of syntax to build semantic forms in a compositional way was used in the many **Natural Language Interfaces to Databases (NLIDB)** that popped-up by that time (mostly during the 80s), and that are still being developed nowadays, although with different techniques (\[[@CR3]\] surveys classical NLIDBs and \[[@CR1]\] more recent ones).

Then, **Question/Answering (QA) (and Dialogue)** systems started to come out. Contrary to NLIDB, QA systems knowledge sources are not (necessarily) ground in databases; they are quite similar otherwise. On the subject of Dialogue systems, they are designed to engage in a dialogue with the user to get the information they need to complete a task (for instance), and, thus, there is more than just a question and an answer involved. The strong development of the former in the late 90s and beginning of the XXI century was partially due evaluation *fora*, such as TREC[4](#Fn4){ref-type="fn"} (since 99) and CLEF[5](#Fn5){ref-type="fn"} (since 2003), which provided tasks entirely dedicated to QA, such as QA\@CLEF[6](#Fn6){ref-type="fn"}. This allowed researchers to straightforwardly compare their systems, as everybody was evaluated with the same test sets. A side effect of these competitions was the release of data that become usually available to the whole community. This certainly also consolidated the rise of Machine Learning techniques against traditional rule-based approaches. Nowadays, an important task in NLP is **Machine Reading Comprehension** that targets to understand unstructured text in order to answer questions about it, but new related challenges are still emerging, such as the Conversational Question Answering Challenge (CoQA) \[[@CR30]\].

In what concerns Dialogue Systems, several domains were explored from the early days. Particularly prolific were the conversational agents targeting the concept of Edutainment, that is, education through entertainment. Following this strategy, several bots have animated museums all over the world: the 3D animated Hans Christian Andersen \[[@CR4]\] established multimodal conversations about the writer's life and tales, Max \[[@CR27]\] was employed as guide in the Heinz Nixdorf Museums Forum, Sergeant Blackwell \[[@CR31]\], installed in the Cooper-Hewitt National Design Museum in New York, was used by the U.S. Army Recruiting Command as a hi-tech attraction and information source, and the previously mentioned **Edgar Smith** (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1.Edgar Smith in Monserrate.

In some of these systems the agent's knowledge base was constituted of pairs of sentences (S1, S2), where S2 (the answer) is a response to S1 (the trigger). Their "understanding" process was based on a **retrieval approach**: if the user says something that is "close" to some trigger that the agent has in its knowledge base (that is, if the user input matches or rephrases a trigger), then it will return the correspondent answer. Others based their approach in information extraction techniques, capable of detecting the user intentions and extract relevant entities from the dialogues in order to capture the "meaning" of the sentence. A typical general architecture of the latter systems combined natural language understanding and generation modules (sometimes template-based). A dialogue manager was present in most approaches. Nowadays, **end-to-end data-driven systems** -- that is systems trained directly from virtual data to optimize an objective function \[[@CR17]\] --, have replaced or at least try to replace these architectures.

Then, things started to happen fast: Watson wins Jeopardy! in 2011 (a big victory to NLP), Apple releases Siri, also in 2011, Google Now appears in 2012, and the world faces a new level of conversational agents: the virtual assistants built by these colossal companies[7](#Fn7){ref-type="fn"}. In the meantime, Deep Learning starts to win in all fronts, and Sequence to Sequence (seq2seq) models start to be successfully applied to Machine Translation \[[@CR36]\]. Considering that these models take as input a sequence of words in one language and output a sequence of words in another language, the first generative dialogue systems based on these models did not take long to appear, and the already mentioned **end-to-end (dialogue) systems** came to light (v.g. \[[@CR18], [@CR35], [@CR37], [@CR39], [@CR44], [@CR45], [@CR47]\]). These systems differ from retrieval-based systems as in the latter pre-defined responses are given to the user; in the generative-based approaches responses are generated in run-time. The majority of these systems are trained to engage in general conversations (chit-chat agents) and, therefore, make use of movie subtitles (or Reddit[8](#Fn8){ref-type="fn"} data).

Besides seq2seq architectures, two concepts are responsible for many of the latest achievements: **Neural Word Embeddings** and **Pre-trained Language Models**. Machine learning algorithms cannot usually directly deal with plain text. Therefore, the idea of converting words into vectors has been explored for a long time. Word Embeddings are functions that map words (or characters, paragraphs or even documents) into vectors (and neural networks can learn these mappings). More recently deep learning led to the creation of several embedding types, from context-free to contextual models, from character- to word-based, etc. Considering context-free embeddings, each word form is associated with a single embedding, and, thus, the word *light* will have a single embedding associated. In contextual models, the embedding captures a specific meaning of the word, and, therefore, *light* will have several vectors associated, according with the context in which it occurs. Examples of context-free embeddings are the ones created with Word2Vec models \[[@CR19]\]; examples of the latter are ELMo \[[@CR26]\] and BERT \[[@CR10]\]. A simple way to use these models in dialogue systems is, for instance, in a retrieval-base approach, calculate the embedding of the agent's knowledge base sentences and the embedding associated with the user given sentence. Then, find the cosine similarity between the embedding of the latter and the ones from the knowledge base, and return the one with the highest value. In what concerns language models, these can be seen as models that are trained to predict the next word (or character) in a sequence. For instance, by counting n-grams (sequences of n tokens) we can build a language model. These have many application scenarios. For instance, in a translation setup, decide which, from possible translations of a source sentence, is more probable, considering the target language (and the n-grams observed in that target language). An example of a language model is GPT-2 \[[@CR29]\], trained in 40GB of text data, and developed by OPenAI[9](#Fn9){ref-type="fn"}. It should be said that behind some of the most successful models (as BERT and GPT-2), there is a Transformer-base model. Transformers \[[@CR38]\] were introduced in 2017 and are enjoying great success in NLP.

Several problems are still under research. The next section presents some of the current trends.

Current Trends {#Sec4}
==============

Several challenges lie ahead of the current end-to-end conversational agents. Just to name a few, some systems are unable to track the topic of the conversation, or are prone to generate trivial (and universal) responses such as "ok" or "I don't know" (the "universal answer" drawback). Some authors propose neural models that enable dialogue state tracking (v.g. \[[@CR48]\]), or new methods that inject diversity in the generated responses (v.g. \[[@CR33]\]).

Current systems try to take into account important features of the user request, as for instance, their sentiment \[[@CR6], [@CR14], [@CR34]\]. This is particularly important for support bots, as, for instance, a very unhappy customer (negative polarity) should not receive an answer starting with *Hello, we are so happy to hear from you!!!*. Researchers also explore how to add declarative knowledge to neural network architectures. As an example, in \[[@CR16]\], neural networks are augmented with First-Order Logic. Domain adaptation is also, as previously said, a hot-topic (v.g \[[@CR28]\]). Some current research follows in the transfer-learning paradigm: pre-trained Language Models are fine-tuned with specific data. For instance, in \[[@CR7]\], GPT-2 is used as a pre-trained model and fine-tuned in task-oriented dialogue systems; in \[[@CR43]\] a model is pre-trained on the BookCorpus dataset \[[@CR49]\], and, then, tuned on the PERSONA-CHAT corpus \[[@CR46]\]. The latter corpus was created to allow the building of chit-chat conversational agents, with a configurable, but persistent persona \[[@CR46]\]. This idea of creating a bot with a consistent persona is also the topic of research of many current works \[[@CR13], [@CR15]\].

Many more proposals, not necessarily following in the end-to-end paradigm, are also worth to be mentioned. For instance, in \[[@CR41]\] the authors propose the building of a semantic parser overnight, in which crowdsourcing is used to paraphrase canonical utterances (automatically built), into natural language questions; in \[[@CR40]\] the computer learns, from scratch, the language used by people playing a game in the blocks world. Users can use whatever language they want, and they can even invent one.

Main Conclusions and Future Work {#Sec5}
================================

Since its early days, the NLP community has embraced the task of building conversational agents. However, and despite all the recent achievements (mainly due to Deep Learning), a short conversation with these systems quickly exposes their weaknesses \[[@CR32]\], including the lack of a consistent personality. The community is pretty aware of these limitations, and recent work is focusing on boosting the conversational agents' capabilities. Pre-trained models will certainly continue to be explored, as well as ways to enrich the model training with different types of knowledge.

The adaptation of a bot to a specific user is also something to explore, as the given answer will probably differ regardless of whether we interact with the bot once (for instance, when buying tickets for visiting a specific monument) or regularly (for instance, to reserve a hotel in a particular platform). In the latter case we want our assistant to remember some information about the user.

<https://www.apple.com/siri/>.

Nevertheless, we can hardly predict the flow of the dialogue, unless the machine takes the initiative and do not leave much room for innovation to the human.

According with <https://muse.dillfrog.com/meaning/word/light>.

<https://trec.nist.gov>.

<http://www.clef-initiative.eu/home>.

<http://www.clef-initiative.eu/track/qaclef>.

Microsoft's Cortana and Alexa were born in 2014.

<https://www.reddit.com>.

<https://openai.com>.
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